Conservation and Literacy Values in Reading Lectures of Indonesian Language with Problem Based Learning Model
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Abstract. The main problems of learning are understanding the implementation of learning in schools, the lack of knowledge, or the weak of literacy, as well as the weakness of prospective teacher students ability in the development of learning. The realistic solution offered is the implementation of student-centered learning models, namely problem based learning. In addition, the strengthening of literacy awareness is also an important part in the steps of implementing a learning model that is strengthened by the conservation value as a characteristic of Semarang State University. This research used descriptive research, which prioritizes the description of exist events and take place at the time of learning. The research subjects were six reading learning classes in 2017 and 2018. The results of the study included three things, the effectiveness of reading lectures measured by the achievement of students average score who reached 83.75 for reading comprehension skills. The implementation of conservation value is seen in all steps of learning with a different of conservation value, from inspirational, humanist, caring, creative, and innovative values. Literacy implementation was described by lecturing assignments in the form of reading assistance by applying approaches, models, methods, and reading techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Reading is as a receptive ability that has an important meaning in the development of knowledge and literacy. The good reading skills will help someone to gain knowledge and understanding related to the knowledge that is read or learned. According to Martinez (2018) [1] who described about the difficulty of reading skills students and influenced the understanding of another knowledge. Whereas Zimmerman (2006) [2] conveyed the relation between reading and literacy.

Besides being studied, reading has an important meaning in education. This is related to literacy which is currently used as one of the main programs of the government to overcome the lack of reading interest. A research conducted by Karademir (2017) [3] also discussed about the causal relationship among critical reading skills, critical skills, and an attitude of titration. The
findings of this study confirm a significant and positive relationship between critical reading skills, literacy skills, and attitudes towards literacy.

For prospective Indonesian language teacher students, they learn to read not just how to read, however, the teacher must be able to teach. The good teaching skill is expected to be able to give students a good understanding as well. This is in line with a research conducted by Rennie (2011) [4] who stated the definition of professional learning conducted by secondary school teachers and literacy training. The research explained that one way to improve students’ reading skills is to train their teachers with good reading skills. However, providing an understanding and skills to prospective teacher students is not an easy job. It occurs because of many aspects and problems.

One of the main problems in learning lectures is understanding the problems in implementing learning in schools, lack of knowledge about the basics of knowledge about the science or weak student literacy, and the ability of prospective teacher students in developing learning. For example if we as a homeschooling teacher must understand what is contained therein, as reviewed in the research of Guterman et al. (2019) [5].

Therefore, it is necessary to implement an appropriate learning model, namely problem based learning. Problem based learning is used as a means of increasing criticism so that students are able to analyze what they have to do when they face new problems. In a study conducted by Mohson (2009) [6] who stated that problem based learning brings students to gain knowledge by practicing and analyzing.


Based on some of these studies can describe the position of the research conducted. In addition to measure the effectiveness of reading lectures, we also do two other things, namely implementing conservation value which is a value carried by the university and implementing literacy by involving all components.

2 METHOD

The research method used is descriptive qualitative and quantitative. Quantitative descriptive was conducted on the measurement of the effectiveness of reading lectures and qualitative learning was conducted to describe the implementation of conservation value and literacy in reading lectures.

The data was taken from six reading lectures classes in 2017 and 2018 to measure reading skills. Six classes taken for the data were semester 4 students who took reading lectures. The research subjects consisted of 195 students that divided into the following classes.

Table 1 Student Research Subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Class/ Academic Year</th>
<th>The amount of students in a class</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Class 1/ 2017</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The instruments used in this research are assessment instruments, observation sheets, and documentation. The assessment instrument was used to assess the results of reading lectures conducted in each class. The assessment carried out was to measure reading comprehension skills and effective reading speed. Observation sheets were used to help observers in observing the lectures. The main thing observed was student behavior and the implementation of conservation value in the lectures. This observation sheet was intended for the learning process only. In the preparation stage, a document review was used. The documentation in this research is to conduct an analysis of documents in the form of learning designs. In addition, learning process documents namely photo and pictures are also needed.

3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

There are three discussions in this article, namely: the effectiveness of lectures on learning to read, the implementation of conservation value in learning to read, and the form of implementing literacy in learning to read.

The Effectiveness of Reading Lectures

The effectiveness of reading lectures was conducted through the test of reading comprehension or intensive reading skills as well as effective reading skills. The two assessments were carried out in two stages. Before conducting the test, students have studied and practiced in advance so there was a preliminary understanding related to the assessment conducted. The same research was conducted by Accardo (2017) [11] who measured reading comprehension skills.

From 6 classes tested in 2017 and 2018, the following reading comprehension scores were obtained.

**Table 2 The Score of Reading Comprehension**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Class/ Academic Year</th>
<th>The amount of students in a class</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Class 1/ 2017</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>87.54</td>
<td>2.889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Class 2/ 2017</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>84.50</td>
<td>2.704</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the 6 classes tested in 2017 and 2018, the following reading comprehension scores were obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Class/ Academic Year</th>
<th>The Amount of Student in a Class</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Class 1/ 2017</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>13.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Class 2/ 2017</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>12.416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Class 3/ 2017</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>11.620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Class 1/ 2018</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>11.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Class 2/ 2018</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>10.850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Class 3/ 2018</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>9.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>195</strong></td>
<td><strong>355 words per minute</strong></td>
<td><strong>69.225</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These two results were satisfying results. Nevertheless, this satisfying result had been conducted through a long process. Haryadi et al. (2018) [18], had conducted a research that detected students' reading skills. It was concluded that students' reading abilities were still weak. Therefore, the right treatment was needed. In this research, there are two things to be conducted. First, the lecturer implemented an appropriate learning model, which was a problem based learning model that made students think critically and creatively. Second, conducted programmed training and mentoring so that students' skills were trained.

This is also in line with a research by Ozgur (2019) [19] who related reading skills with other language skills, especially writing. It means that the treatment that we conducted in problem based learning also helped students to obtain description and knowledge so that students have the provision in reading comprehension and reading speed. So, in addition to the learning strategy also required a reading comprehension strategy, it was stated by Grisham (2008) [20] who implemented a reading comprehension strategy to improve learning outcomes in reading comprehension.
The Implementation of Conservation Value in Reading Lectures

The implementation of conservation value was observation in all steps of learning. The intended learning step is the preparation, learning, and evaluation stage.

In the preparation stage, the learning plan was arranged. In the compiled learning design, the values concluded are inspirational, humanist, caring, creative, and innovative values that are spread throughout all stages of learning. The draft arranged is expected to be implemented well in the learning process.

At the learning stage, observations were conducted by observers who observed learning from beginning till end. In the varied learning, there was a dominant conservation value that appeared, namely inspirational and humanist. This value often appears in the core learning stages that apply the problem based learning model.

In the evaluation stage, students were tested with two tests, namely reading comprehension and effective speed of reading. In the evaluation, the dominant values are creative and innovative values.

The Form of Literacy Implementation in Reading Lecturing

The form of literacy implementation that we conducted involved lecturers, 4th semester students as a companion, and 2nd semester students as the subject of implementation. It was conducted so that there was a transfer of knowledge. The transfer of knowledge was done by applying four things. Applying assistance to approaches, models, methods, and reading techniques.

A similar thing was done by Nurie (2017) [21] who conducted a study on how teachers teach reading. Providing opportunities to practice is one of the best ways to develop reading skills.

The steps were taken in mentoring was divided into 3 main steps, the preparation stage, the mentoring stage, and the evaluation stage. In the preparation stage, 4th semester students made a mentoring design by analyzing the group's needs. It will include analyzing the approach, model, method, or technique that will be taught or delivered. At the implementation stage is implementing the design results. The implementation was carried out in various places according to the needs of the group. Mentoring activities could be done in classrooms, parks, gazebos, or other comfortable places. It was done so that activities were not boring. The evaluation stage carried out was to conduct an assessment as well as reflection. After obtaining the results, a discussion was carried out regarding the application of the approach, model, method, or technique practiced.

Through this assistance, there is a transfer of knowledge from senior students to junior students. By limiting the learning time, it is very helpful in increasing competition to both parties.

4 CONCLUSION

The conclusions of this article cover three things. First, reading lectures that implement the problem based learning model work effectively. The effectiveness of the study of reading lectures was measured from the achievement of the average score of students who reach 83.75. Second, reading lectures was carried out implementing conservation value as a value carried by the university. Implementation of conservation value is seen in all steps of learning with a different distribution of conservation value, namely inspirational, humanist, caring, creative, and innovative values. Third, the form of literacy implementation in reading lectures was carried
out through continuous student assistance. Literacy implementation was described by lecturing assignments in the form of reading assistance by applying approaches, models, methods, and reading techniques.
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